SEE DETAIL DESIGN 1a & 1b.

ARM FOR EB TRAFFIC.

INSTALL SHELF MOUNTED TRAFFIC M-CABINET FACING NE.

APPROX. 4.5m NN CURB. EXACT LOCATION TBD ON-SITE AFTER

INSTALL 64m AERIAL 16C CABLE BETWEEN BOTH WOOD POLES.

ATTACH AERIAL #8 Cu, RW-90 CABLE FROM EPCOR D&T TO CONFIRM PROPOSED SERVICE

Approx. 40m to the West of each Wood Pole.

INSTALL 3 GROUND ROSES 2.5m APART.

INSTALL 1 TRAMPOINE ARM FOR SB TRAFFIC AND 1 TRAMPOINE ARM FOR EB TRAFFIC.

INSTALL 50' WP WITH TRAMPOINE ARM ELEVATION DETAIL 20.

INSTALL TEMPORARY 50' WP & REQUIRED INSTALL FREDRICK ANCHOR. APPROX. 40m to the West of each Wood Pole.

INSTALL 50' WP & REQUIRED INSTALL FREDRICK ANCHOR. APPROX. 40m to the West of each Wood Pole.

SEE DETAIL DESIGN 26 & 26.

INSTALL TEMPORARY 50' WP & REQUIRED INSTALL FREDRICK ANCHOR. APPROX. 40m to the West of each Wood Pole.

INSTALL TRAMPOINE ARM FOR NO TRAFFIC.

SEE DETAIL DESIGN 20 SOUTH OF PATHWAY.

NOTES:

1. ALL STIFFNESS TO BE STAKED PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
2. INSTALL FLASHING ON ALL NEW TRAFFIC WOOD POLE.
3. EFFECT TO INSTALL NO PARKING ON RED SIGNAL FOR EB TRAFFIC.
4. REFER TO ATTACHED DETAIL DIAGRAM FOR PROPOSED DETAILS.
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TEMPORARY WOOD POLE SIGNAL, NERP 2016 (SBND)

1. INSTALL 3 "NO PARKING" SIGNS AT BOTH CUL-DE-SAC AS REQUIRED.
2. APPROX. 20m FROM EACH TEMPORARY STOP LINES.
3. INSTALL TEMPORARY TRAFFIC MARKING W/ 50' WP FROM EB 26 & NO PARKING.
4. INSTALL "NO TRUCK" SIGNS AT NORTH & SOUTH APPROACHES.
5. INSTALL "NO PARKING" SIGNS AT BOTH CUL-DE-SAC AS REQUIRED.

TRAFFIC SIGNALS

158 AVENUE

74 STREET